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The era of large scale institutional care for people with
learning disabilities has thankfully ended. But what
about those who lived and worked in them? BASW
Cymru staff visited an exhibition created to preserve
their stories – and were moved by what they saw

C
arol remembers the smile on a

young woman’s face. Allison

recalls being so affected by the

poor treatment of residents she

became a social worker. Paul found the use

of terminology such as “idiots” and “feeble-

minded” unsettling.

These were some of the responses and

recollections – professional and personal –

from BASW Cymru staff visiting an exhibition

on Wales’ long-stay hospitals for people with

learning disabilities.

Called Hidden Now Heard, it includes

recorded interviews and portraits of former

residents as well as recreated spaces from

the hospitals such as a day room, lavatory

and bed.

For Carol Davies, Acting Manager for

BASW Cymru, the exhibition brought back

memories of visiting Ely Hospital in Cardiff

with her mother. She was only five and her

mother was a staff nurse at the institution.

“As I walked onto the ‘Nightingale ward’ all

those years ago, with beds either side of a

very long corridor, I noticed shapes laying in

the beds that were moving.

“I didn’t realise these were actually people

until I was introduced to one patient. I can still

see the young woman’s beautiful smile and

really bright, brown eyes looking at me with

affection and acceptance. I remember talking

to her – she communicated back non-verbally

yet we could understand each other perfectly.

“The exhibition room made me feel

absurdly calm and safe as I was transported

back to that little girl. I say absurdly, as it was

a frightening, imposing, institution where
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BASW Cymru Professional

Officer Allison Hulmes worked

with Ely Hospital residents

when they were being

‘resettled’ into the community

following the 1983 All Wales

Strategy for the Development

of Services for Mentally

Handicapped People. It had a

profound impact upon her.

“My first experience of Ely

Hospital was of being taken to

a unit to meet residents who

happened to be still in bed.

The unit was in poor condition and sparsely

furnished, the men were sleeping in a shared

bedroom and a staff member pulled the

duvets off them without their consent or so

much as a ‘good-morning’.

“It was because of supporting former

residents to challenge the negative

behaviours they experienced that I did a

degree in law and became a social worker,

with a substantial part of my career spent in

adult safeguarding.”

The exhibition also highlighted the changing

use of language to describe people with

learning disabilities. 

Paul Twyman, former BASW Cymru

administrator who has a nephew with

Asperger’s Syndrome and a niece with

obsessive compulsive disorder and cerebral

atrophy, said: “I was struck by the change in

official terminology from the Idiots Act of

1886, to the Care and Control of the Feeble

minded in 1908; the Lunacy Acts of 1913,

then the less pejorative Education

(Handicapped Children) Act 1970; our own

1983 All Wales Strategy for Mentally

doors locked, people screamed and scary

people wore white coats and starched

uniforms.”

Attending the exhibition during its run at

Aberystwyth museum also made Carol reflect

on her own family.

“Looking back into my family history, there

have been two members we would now deem

as having additional complex needs. In the

early to mid-part of the 20th Century they

were both locked away from societal view. 

“It’s unclear whether the family had a

choice but at the time it would have been

incredibly difficult for them to financially,

emotionally, physically and educationally

support a child, then adult, with additional

complex needs.

“Even in today’s society, with austerity

measures and the withdrawal of funding from

vital services such as respite for parents who

care for children with additional needs, it’s

getting increasingly difficult.”

Handicapped People and the currently used

‘learning disabilities’.

“Each term probably reflects the attitude of

those in power – and of society in general – to

those with learning disabilities, with control

and isolation gradually and unevenly giving

way to care better tailored to the needs of the

individual and involvement in the community.”

Though now viewed through a negative

prism, it would be unfair to condemn

everything as bad inside the institutions.

Exhibition project manager Laura Harris

said: “We now know they were not the best

way to care but when people moved out they

lost friendships because it is harder to form

relationships in a safe way in the community.

“In the hospitals these things just happened

by default. A lot of the people interviewed

hadn’t had intimate relationships since leaving

the institutions. It is something that is missing

from our view of people with a disability that

they would have this aspiration.”

The exhibition, which draws mainly from

Wale’s Bryn y Neuadd, St David’s, Hensol

Castle and Ely hospitals, ends on 25 March.
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